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GEN IR L

Eights Station: The dr.f 1 :.ng snow has caused increasing problems with
tumes, making a constant fire watch necessary.the heating stoves and noxious 

The rising snow level has now reached the roof line of the station, leaving
only the rawin dome, aurora tower, and fuel tank visible above the surface.
The snow accumulation in outlying areas since the beginning of the 1962-1963
summer has been about 4 feet, as indicated on marker poles. Though some
amateur contacts were made at 20 meters, 40 meters continues to be a better
operating wave band. The Nodwell RN-20 vehicle was deadlined due to differ-

ential failure.

Hallett tt.Ofl The oficial sunrise flag raising ceremony took place
on July 30. Snow removal has been started at the airstrip site on the bay
ice. Work has proceeded also on an extension to the science building dark-

room.

McMurdo Station: The USARP garage was painted during July. Arrangement
of tools was changed and the arc welder positioned in one corner to permit
more convenient access. Four motor toboggans were reconditioned, leaving
only three to be attended. A new furnace of 200 9 000 BTU capacity was in-

stalled to replace a defective heater.

The nuclear generating plant provided continuously reliable power
throughout the month with no iilures recorded.

Vehicle usage for the m	as follows:

Power Wagon '61 140 mi.	Polecat 29 hrs.

Power Wagon 1 62 secured	Traxcavator 0 hrs.

Nodwell RN-50 ( 1 60) 77 hrs.	Weasel (Navy) 10 hrs.

Nodwell P50 ( 1 61) 128 hrs. Nodwell R-21 secured
Snocat "Sally Jean" 5 hrs.	Forklift (Navy) 0 hrs.

South Pole Station: On July 14 a new low temperature record of -109.8°F0
was measured at this station, replacing the 109.5 F. value recorded on
September 3, 1959.

Wilkes Station: Increasing sunlight and lower wind speeds made it pcssile
to increase the outside activity. A new amateur radio antenna was constructed
and oriented toward the United States over the South Pole3 A field party
established a fuel cache 100 miles south of the station in preparation for the
spring traverse, losing only two days enroute because of bad weather.

BIOLOGI

Bird Island, South	 'ria

Johns Hopkins UniveCit. L and Bernice P. Bishop Museum: Heavy snow

continued through July with 17 0F. the lowest temperature recorded. A hut for
observing Mollymauks was ccnruoted, and large-scale bird surveying was be-
gun. There was a noticeable increase in the number of leopard seals coming
ashore at the station and 1 were marked with paint.
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McMurdo Station:

Biolab, Stanford Univ: The renovation project in the south

area of the biolab was completed. All aquaria and holding tanks were removed
and stored for future use. Shelving units were fastened along the east wall.

Stanford University: The growth experiments on McMurdo Sound fish are

proceeding well. As expected, the fish subjected to lower temperature had a
higher mortality rate than those in the higher temperature group, the latter
apparently having a greaterropensity to feed. Most of the age and growtht
studies data were taken on T,centronotus collected at station 63C.

Station 63A was abandoned due to the large accumulation of drift snow
that depressed the ice and caused flooding in the hut. This shelter has been
moved to a new location, Station 63D, which is in Winter Quarters Bay, about

150 feet from 630. Immersion heaters and ice chisels were used at all stations
to keep the fishing holes free of ice. A special immersion heater, with its
burner at a depth of 8 ft., was tried and found to be superior to the shallower

type. One such unit brought the water temperature inside the metal casing

around a fishing hole to 18 0. in several hours. Another device for removing
ice from fishing holes by agitating the water (the Aqua-Therm) was found to
be ineffective without a heating source but useful with the deep immersion

heater. A 150-foot section o' pill net was placed between stations 63C and

63D by a Scuba diver. No fish had been caught by the end of the month, but
several boles in the net sugsted interference with passing seals.

Two trips were made in search of seals for fish bait, one to Cape Royds
and the other to Turtle Rock. Evidence of seals was found on the ice but

none were sighted.

ETEOROL0Gi

ByEd Station:

U.S. Weatej Bureau	ine radi ometer sonde flights averaged 20,283 in

and 3 radiosondes reached an average height of 15,312 in. Seven soundings
jere missed because of high winds, unstable station power, or GMD failures
due to power surges. The Bakcr hydroneal generator was secured on July 20
due to critical station power and the Gill generator used for the remainder

of the month.

Sti.otory results	*t ned n the ozone program.

The verage net snow accumulation measured on 27 stakes for the period

June 30 to July 31 was 4.7 cm

Eights Station:

U. S. Weather BureaLl: outine surface observations contInued. The

high temperature for the month was l0. 0C. and the lowest temperature 
_53.500.

The average surface change recorded on 7 snow stakes was +14,5 cm.
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Hallett Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The month began with the lowest temperature re-
coded this winter, -.40F. As a storm rose on the 3rd, temperatures increased

400F. in 5 hours and 55 0F. within 30 hours. The peak recorded wind gust was

76 mph on July 4. The month was warmer and dryer than average and was also
the clearest July on record.

The average noonday temperatures at standard heights above and below the

snow surface were as follows:

Hei.t	Temperatures (°F)

lOm	-.11

2m	-12

..lOcm	-13

-20cm	-10

-50 cm,	 -12

The net snow surface chan ge on 15 stakes was 0.7 cm,

Deisel oil balloon conditioning seemed to give improved bursting heights
with 14 soundings averaging 21,509 m height and 4 more going over 20,000 m
before passing below the horizon. The average height for 19 radiometersondes
was 18 9 251 m; nine radiosondes averaged 17 9 903 m and the single ozonesonde
reached 15 5 194 m.

McMurdo Station:

(For standard surface and upper air observations see

Climat,)

Texas Western College: Two meteorological rockets were 'fired during
the month. Round No. 231, launched on July 25, exploded at +1.2 seconds, ripping
the entire casing from nozzle to head closureg apparently along the welded
seam. Tho head closure was recovered with parachute package and instrument.

Round No. 232 was launched on July 29. The instrument expelled at +132

seconds and the radar locked onto 'the target at +6 minutes at 138 9 000 feet.

From this level winds and temperatures were obtained down to 15, 000 feet where

tracking woo interrupted because of extreme range and low elevation angle. A
rac3icsonde released 3 hours boforo had reached an altitude of 29,000 feet,
thereby giving a complete prcdi.1e of. winds and temperatures from 138,000 feet

to ooa level.

South Pole Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau n asudrated thermohm was used to measure the

record low temperature of -.73.8°C O9,8 0F) on July 14, the measurement con-

firmed by 2 liquid-.in-glass :hermometers located about 0 feet from the tiier-.
mohm. This record low temperature occurred less than one m8nth after the re-
cord high temperature for the dark period of 30.9 C (23.7 F).
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July was the windiest month on record for this station, with wind speed

averaging 21.7 mph. The average cloudiness was only 2.5 and there were 20
clear days. Nineteen radiosondes and 10 radiometersondes were flown to an
average height of 17,913 m.

Operation of the Dobson spectrophotometer was routine except for some
interference from clouds during the times of planned moon observations. Sur-
f ace ozone content increased to 3.03 ppm. Operation of the Regener automatic
ozone analyzer was terminated after the last available oven became fractured.
Troubles in the Regener chemiluminescent analyzer were solved with a replace-
ment amplifier for the recorder.

The carbon dioxide and radioactivity programs operated normally. The
atmospheric radioactivity count has increased from the low point measured
during the last week of June.

There was no snow surface change during the month.

Wilkes Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau and Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology,
Australia: The month began with a wind storm which lasted 10 days and demon-
strated some unusual phenomena. On July 5, rain and snow mixture was re-
ported with glaze ice accumulated on exposed surfaces, On July 7, a cumulo-
nimbus mammatus cloud form was observed for about one hour, showing the
familar form of pronounced

The regulated power supply for the GMD gave some trouble. Balloon
bursting heights were generally unsatisfactory with average height of 15
radiosondes being 14,696 in; 9 radiometersondes, 15,695 m; and 1 ozonesonde,
17,400 in, The inflation building heater worked well, keeping the space heated
to over 60 F.

Difficulties with the Mast surface ozone recorder were corrected after
9 days of program interruption. Ozonesonde releases were difficult because
of winds and one sounding was lost because of a power failure. Circuit changes
in the power line to the aurora tower improved the calibration of the Dobson
spectrophotometer. Moon observations were obscured by cloud cover.

The average snow surface changes observed during 1963 were as follows:

Dec. 29 - Feb, 28
Feb, 28 Mar. 26
Mar, 26 - May ld
May J.	July 12

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station:

+11.3 cm 33 stakes
0 cm 30

+ 005 cm 20
+2,3cm 20

Coast and Geodetic Survey: All equiprrient operated satisfactorily.
Eighty earthquake phases were reported during July, using a new data message
format which will allow autor.1c machine processing.



Hallett Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): A timing system

failure on July 5 was corrected by replacing the control unit, and another
failure on July 21 was corrected by replacing the frequency standard. The
drift rates of these standards have been less than 0.1 second per day.

A thermograph has been installed in the seismometer vault to check the
long period seismometer drift rate against temperature changes. Short period
magnification continues at 50,000 and long period at 750. A short period
magnification of 100 9 000 were tried for a few days but discontinued because
of excessive background noise.

South Pole Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: The long period galvanometers were re-
leveled and their periods re-established at 100 seconds. Though the galva-
nometers have been covered by a box sealed with clear plastic, the long
period trace continues to drift.

Wilkes Station:

California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): The
seismographs operated satisfactorily with only a few hours lost due to local
disturbances. Earthquake distances are being calculated from available data.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station:

Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: All programs
are functioning satisfactorily though approximately 2 hours of patrol spectro-
graph and all-sky camera data were lost due to power failures. Conditions
for sky photography were generally poor during the month and limited the
height measurements program to 5 exposures. Some communication difficulties
at the substation occured on the 29th of the month and have not as yet been
completely eliminated.

The patrol spectrograph tvilight program began on July 12. The Hot line
was present at 0900 GMT on the 21st, and there were several indications of
the N2 first positive during the month. The Na D line was first apparent on
the 22nd.

Qeona1gnetm, Coast and eodetic Survey: The K indices of magnetic
activity in July were the highest recorded so far this winter. Orientation
tests were conducted which indicated that no magnetometer adjustments were
needed. Sixteen sets each of absolute values of declination, horizontal field
and vertical field were made, giving monthly means as follows:

0
decl.Lrlat:Lon	70 25.7
horizontal field	169298 g.
vertical field	579987 g.



SSC occurrences were noted on the following days, hours, and minutes, GMT:

0140358 9 0505148 , 060 2402 9 0801331 090100, 090 32 3 100300 1 1103399 1602539 1701139

1803242 , 210358 , 220244 9 220535 9 230509 1 232 321 9 240133 9 250245, 2703339
280022 9 300242, 30235 4 , and 310352.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The riometer

functioned satisfactorily during the month.

Ionospheric Soundings 1jatQPal Bureau of Standards: Hourly values

for foF2 were recorded 16 percent of the time, approximately the same per-
centage as observed during June. Blanketing by sporadic E obscured the F

region 47 percent of the month while absorption accounted for 23 percent
of the missing values. Spread F obscured the foF2 critical frequency only

7 percent of the time. The maximum median value for foF2 was 1,6 mc/s,
occurring at 0200 local time. The minimum median value for foF2 was 1.0

mc/s at 0800 local time.

Radio Noise, National Bure au of Standard: This program has experi

enced considerable equipment difficulties, which are not yet resolved.

VLF and ELF, Stanford University and P acific Naval	All

equipment remains in good operating condition, with much improvement noted
in frequency response. All snecial recordings of the Alouette and continuous
recordings of the conjugate point program were made on schedule, though power

failures interrupted some of the recordings0

Station NAA on 18.6 kc and NcT on 2 3 . 7 kc began transmitting during

the month, and the latter has been recorded on a wide band receiver since

July 26,

Whistlor activity dec1iid	in Joly compared to June. Highest
activity occurred on July 19th when over 1000 whistlers were recorded. The
whistler diurnal maximum occurred between 0900 and 1000 GMT, and the minimum
1.400 to 1600 GMT. The diurnal curve of hiss activity showed an increase,
with the maxicum hiss activit Letheen 0100 and 0600 peaking at 01400 GMT.
Some hiss signals were observed between. 1000 and 1200 GMT in the lower fre
quemces0 A slight increase Tau also noted in the occurrence of chorus
sgna1s, the maximum being recorded from 1400 to 1600 with the peak at 1600

GMT.

VLF and Micropulsatlon Studie-z National Bureau 
of Standards:

Extraneous noise accomparte' 
h:! frequent gain changes occurring in the

mcropulsaLiofl equpment 'as identified as preamplifier trouble, but the

data remained usable during the perioc of malfunction0

grits Station

Aurora and Airgiou	'c:	t001 North America t. All programs

continued in operation. The occasional loss of aLlsky camera data uas
corrected by improving the ntaot between. the tu gger and solenoid arm.

Geomagnetism Coast and Peodetc Survey: On July 13, the total field
vrioe	

irsoisman.e,T;Oaju5tede The scale value changed



91 ME

from 21.2 to 16.2 g/mm and the average baseline from 47,977 g. to 48,073 g.
The period of record loss due to the instrument repairs was 13 hours beginning
at 1100 GMT.

Eighteen sets of absolute values were taken with two QHMs alternated for
horizontal field measurements. The mean absolute results were as follows:

declination 32 053.4
horizontal	219084 g.
toL2l field	48,475 g.

Ionospheric Absorption National Bureau of Standards: The riometer
operated well during the month with only one period of more than 5 hours
loss of data. Static from drifting snow caused erratic records during the
largest windstorm but no permanent damage was caused to the instrument. The
largest absorption during the month was 6 db on July 30 Absorptions greater
than 1 db were also observed on July 5 and 24

VI'-ELF,	 Universit Due to increasing snow accumrnulation
around the VLF building, it was necessary to construct a 10-foot vertical
shaft from the door to -the snow surface. It is planned to replace this
temporary shaft during the summer with a permanent structure. A relay failure
in the program clock caused the loss of five hours' data. All other equipment
is operating well. The micropul.ui equipment is now connected to the ELF
loop antenna. The first two days of data contained many interesting events
that correlate with VLF even:,	'.iistlar rate has continued to increases
the average rate for July being 25 per minute and the maximum count of 2,422
recorded on July 19 On 20 days the count was over 1000 for the 48 minutes
recording time.

FMicropulsations,	tinai Bureau of Standards: Work continued
on the VLF hiss recorder which has been troubled by persistent hum. The
program is expected to be operated in early August.

Hallett Station:

AuroraArctic Institute of North America: Operation of the all-
sky camera containing color film was routine with data loss occurring only
on two and one-half nights during high winds. Some difficulty with the
emulsion was experienced with the 80 F development kits but the amount of
data lost was small. The black and white all-sky camera operation was normal.
The patrol spe otrograph functioned at:i ufactorily although some icing occurred
insids the coc utien the outsidf teraper Lures were very low, The photome '.,er
was used onl.y 35 percent of	ib1 o operating time due to atmospheric
obscuration0

The most active and cob:: i:u. aurora]. display observed during the winter
season occurred on July 25 be eon 05 and 0520 GMT. Intense red and green
colors were observed with the sen apooarthg behind the fast-moving red
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Cosmic Rays, University of Maryland: An enclosed rate meter circuit
with improvements was constructed which should allow a printer leg to be in
stalled on the scintillator. A	replacement scaler chassis has also been
built for the neutron monitor as the present one tends to malfunction at low
temperatures. Calibration schedules have been maintained.

Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): Increased resistance between
the electrodes was corrected by replacing the units. Operations were routine
after July 16th.

Ionospheric Absorption Arctic Institute of North America: Sixty
absorption events occurred in July, 31 of them being 0.5 db or more and
20 of them above I db. The maximum absorption of 4.2 db on the 25th was
unusual in having both an abrupt beginning and end of the U-shaped event.
The beginning and the maxima of absorptions usually occurred in sharp peaks
between 0900 and 1000 GMT. The quiet day maximum now occurs around 0900 GMT.
One day of data was lost due to an accidental grounding of the riometer to
an output circuit.

Ionospheric Soundings National Bureau of Standards (New Zealand
observers): The F2 region was particularly disturbed in July. The monthly
mean of 2.5 mc/s was a reduction of 0.4 below the level of the last two months.
There was no sign of the Fl region, Only 0.67 percent of Fmin values were
doubtful because of interferen and the median value was 1,1 mc/s, the same
as the last two months. Sporadic E was present during 240 percent of the

recorded time, Type C being ti:	redominant.

Operation of the C.4 sounder was routine with data loss occurring only
for maintenance and adjustment.

VLF Stanford Univercity (New Zealand observer): The high level of
VLF activity continued. Alouette satellite recordings and normal monthly
maintenance routines were carried out. WV signals were difficult to obtain
even with a dipole antenna, thus limiting the number of the time checks.

McMurdo Station:

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: All data processing is up
to date. Steady electrical power contributed to a very successful month of
observations.

Ionospheric_Abs2Eptiqn, ias Aircraft Co.: The failure of the
dopplorneter, which occurred at the end of June was repaired, and the instru-
ment is again in good operating condition..
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South Pole Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: All aurora observations
ere conducted routinely during July, without major equipment difficulties.

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: The monthly mean values
computed from scalings were as follows-,*

declination	27037.69
horizontal field	15,897 g.
total field	569739 g.

Fourteen horizontal field values were obtained with the QHN, 14 sets of
declination values with the Ruska magnetometer and 14 sets of total field
values with the proton magnetometer.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Absorption
events decreased in July, totalling 88 or an average of 2.84 per day, most of
these occurring after the 20th. The largest events were on the 21st and again
on the 28th, with 4,7 db absorption for each event. Some correlation of ab...
sorption with the aurora and VLF hiss data has been noted. The antenna imped-
ance varied rapidly between the 10th and 13th of July as the temperature
dropped to _100 0F. Eleven hours of data were lost on the 14th due to recorder
troubles.

Ionospheric Sounding6, Bureau of Standards: Due to blanket-
ing by sporadic E and absorption, the F region was observed only occasionally.
Values of foF2 obtained were between 1.5 and 3 mc/s. The majority of sporadic
E was of type R, although F and A types appeared frequently. D-type sporadic
has appeared as low as 0.3 mc/s and as high as 10 me/s. Some unusual inter-
mittent echoes were observed which were probably due to transmitter carryover.

VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observers):
Whistler activity decreased somewhat with a total of 1699 signals recorded
for the month compared to 1860 for June. The hiss strength has also decreased
considerably data June. No dsa were lost, although there was some equipment
trouble. The calibration results were approximately the same as for June ex-
cept for a low frequency maximum at about 90 cps.

Wilkes Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The all-sky camera program
continued ron hinely0

* These values 0were incorrectly reported for June. Values should
have read 27 39.1', 15,904 g. and 56,753 g.
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Geomagnetism, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian observer):
Except for some minor probleirs' he magnetometers were in operation throughout
the month. A fiber replacement was necessary on the declination magnetometer
and the timing clock stopped a few times due to power difficulties. Orientation
tests were made on the 12th.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (Australian

observer): BqthC_4 oscilloscopes were modified in accordance with instruct'
but tests have not yet been completed. It is anticipated that the program
will resume in September.

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STLTIONS:

McMurdo Station: The Soviet exchange meteorologist, Dr. Gennady Tarakancv
has been studying the development of synoptic processes by compiling kinetic
maps of each type of process, constructing daily vertical cross-sections of
the winds in the Hallett-McMurdo-Pole area, and computing the vertical motic:
at each station when sufficient data was available.



TABLE I - CLIMAT FOR JULY 1963

Temperature, °C
Average
Highest
Lowest

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average
Highest
Lowest

PrecipitatXon (inches)
Snowfall (inches)
Wind

Prevailing Direction
Average Speed (knots)
Fastest Mile (MPH)
Peak Gust (H)

Average Sky Cover
No, clear days
No, partially cloudy
No. cloudy

No. Days with visibility less
than 1/4 mile

No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosondes (m)
No. Radiometersondes
Avg. height of Radiometersondes
No, Ozonesondes
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

Byrd
Station

-39.9
-20.0
-6o.6

23-507
24. 055
23.0140

Tr
Tr

NNE
20.8
53.0
61.0
3.4

17
11

3

13
13

20,947
9

20,283

Eights
Station

-10.6
-53.5

27.687
30.100*
28.5*

.05
1('. 5

10
74.9

8.8
0
6

25

2

Hallett
Station

_25.14.
- 8.3
-40 .0

29.186
29.67*
28.54*
0.10
1.5

SW
6.6

62
76
4.0

'4
12

5

3
19

18,251
9

17,903
1

15,194

29.041
29. 572*
28.022*
0.06

.6

ESE
14.6

59
4.5
3

27
1

2
22

11,732

19- 937
30.435
19-520
Tr
Tr

NNE**
18.7
32

2.5
20

9
2

6
19

18,486
10

16,823

29.030
29.836
28.098

I\	1U •1
1.1

E
16.8
74

6.9
6
9

16

8
15

14,696
9

15,695
1

17,400

McMurdo South Pole Wilkes
Station	Station Station

-26.5	-59.6	-14.6
-10.6	-42.2	0.6
-47.2	-78.8	-28.3

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea Level

** 0North defined along 0 Greenwich
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Publications

The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs during
the second half of July 1963 pertain to work supported in whole or in part by
the National Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:

BOYD, WILLIAM L., and JOSEPHINE W. BOlD, Ohio State U. Soil microorganisms
of the McMurdo Sound area, Antarctica. (Applied microbiology, March

1963. vol. 11, no. 2, . 116-121.)

BOYD, WILLIAM L., and JOSEPHINE W. BOYD, Ohio State U. Viability of coliform
bacteria in antarctic soil. (Journal of bacteriology, May 1963. vol.
85, no. 5, P. 11211123.)

FORD, A. B., et al,, U.S. Geological Survey. Lead-alpha ages of zircon in
quartz monzonite porphyry, Thiel Mountains, Antarctica--A preliminary
report. (U.S. Geological Survey Professional paper 450-E, 1963.
p. E105 E107) Other authors: H. A. Hubbard and T. W. Stern.

GILLMOR, C. S. Jr., and J. L HARGREAVES, U.S. National Bureau of Standards.
The occurrence of short-duration cosmic noise absorption events in-
side the southern aurcral zone. (Journal of atmospheric and terrestrial

physics, June 1963 . vol 25., no. 6, P. 311-317.)

HOLM-HANSEN, OSMUND, Wisconsin U. (Clifornia U. Grant), Effect of varying
residual moisture contnL cu the viability of lyophilized algae.
(Nature, London, June 8, 1963. vol. 198, no. 4884, p. 1014-1015,)

KOOYMAN, GERALD L., Stanford U. Erythrocyte analysis of some antarctic
fishes. (Copeia, June 14, 1963. no, 2, p. 457458.)

NZIES, ROBERT 0,, Duke U. eneral results of biological investigations on
the deep-sea fauna made on the U O S O N O S. Eltanin (U,S.AR.P,) during
Cruise 3 between Panama and Valparaiso, Chile in 1962. (Inter-
nationale Revue der gesamten i{ydrobiologie, 19 63. Band 48, Heft 2,

**NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL. Symposium on
Antarctic Logistics, Doulder, Cob., August 13-17, 1962. Washington,

D. C., 19639 778 p.

*NOEL, THOM 5f N., VCO Corp. ArJtrcLic research arid data analysis, Sci.cntd.fic
report 7: Sporadic f - in the Antarctic during the International Geo-
physical Year. Wilmington, Mass,, J:;ly 30, l96	34 p.

TEDROW, J. C. F., et al. Ruters U. An antarctic saline lake. (New Zealand
journal of science, March 1963. vol. 6, no, 1, P. 15056.)
authors: F. C. UgoLr!i and H. Janetschek,

* Copies may be ordered from the Office, of Technical Services, U.S. Dept. of

Commerce, Washington, D. C.

** Available a 4 ,$7.50 per cc	PrintThg and Publishing Office, National
Academy of Sciences, 2101 0:;'tutthn. Ave., N. W., Washington, D.C., 20418.
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